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LAW-RELATED EDUCATION

From meager beginnings in the late 1950's and early 1960's,1
a movement has been rapidly growing in influence and vitality, a
movement which promises to have a marked effect on the curricu-
lar offerings of the elementary (and secondary) schools of this
nation. That movement, alternatively described as "law studies,"
"law-focused education," and "law-related education," empha-
sizes both the need for and the obligation of American schools to
pOmote law literacy among the nation's school-age youth.

Although law-related education has long been a part of tradi-
tional school curricula, most commonly under the aegis of citizen-
ship education, it has not received the attention or emphasis it
merits. And, in those instances in which at least some attention
has been given to 14w-related education, concepts and issues have
not been taught ve,iy well. These have been the findings of num-
erous studies.

Ablindant literature exists that sets forth a theoretical base
for.the law-related education movement? Teachers should, become
familiar with its theoretical considerations so that they can under-
stand the rationale behind law-related education. Otherwise, they
might, become mere technicians, victims of all of the shortcomings
which that term suggests. With technicians rather, than practitinn-
ers (teachers), law-related education will suffer the contialk fate
of past neglect due to a lack of present understanding.

Law-related education must be expanded beyond its narrowly
perceived role of the past. It involves far more than mere memori-
zation of important documents or th-e-names of landmark Supreme
Court decisions. It goes far beyond just a study of selected docu-
ments, laws, and cases themselves that gives littlesLittention to their
relationship to the person and contemporary society. As Ronald A.
Gerlach and Lynne W. Lamprecht have advised.

Law studies instruction should be used as a means to teach
children about their society and its values; to encourage students
to think critically and rationally about societal problems andcon-
flicts: .to encourage students to participate in, and contribute
to. their society and its system of laws and govemment.3

, In many respects, law-related education is values education.
As Isidore Starr has observed, "Law studies, by their very nature,
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foce students to grapple with and analyse the issues in a value
conflict." -I Fhe law embodies society's v.duesind legal issues
Me%itably are issues focusing on specific Value conflicts. These
conflicts can he between individuals or between individuals and
the -state. Furthermore,' as Stan has pointed out, "These are not
conflict 'sic' between go9d values and bad values: the problem
here is which of the good blues deserve priority in our hierarchy
of %llies at a given time and place." Law-related education is.
%allies education because it is a vehicle for confronting vital issues,

r clarifying 'aloe positions, for exploring moral and ethical
reasoning, and for fostering a search for effective ways to deal
with or resole contemporary value conflicts.

It is clear that many elementary and secondary school teach-
ers are becoming increasingly aware of the valite and need for this
kind of law-related education in the schools. It is also apparent
that man% teachers feel they lack both sufficient substantive
knowledge of law, legal issues, and legal systenis as Nye!! as the
appropriate methodolo-ys for teaching law-related issues in the
lassroo.

Recognition or these needs Ims resulted in the emergence of a
, large and diverse' number of teacher-training programs for law-
related education in almost every state of this nation. While sig-
nificant differences exist with respect to the training programs'
(tOntent, emphasis, approach, iind length, virtually all agree upon
and emphasite the need fur training teachers in substantive law and
appropriate educational methodology. The popularity of these
training programs, especially the summer institutes" (in addition to
the mushrooming number of workshops, clinics, and session pre-
sentations scheduled at national, regional, state, and local meet-
ings of professional education groups), offers clear evidence of
growing teacher interest in the law -rely ted education movement

idand the teachers' desire for additional raining in this area.
.Concomitant' with the interest in law-ielated education by

elementary (and secondary) school educators has been the pro-
duction 'of ci_ large number of instructional Materials designed to
enhance classroom implementation. These 'materials vary consider-
ably and -Inge from a conceptual to a practical,- "street-law"
.approacl Most arc available from commercial publishers, while
others al available from independent .projects which produce
their own materials, including the Law in a Free Society Project,
Santa. Monica; Californian, Constitutional Rights Foundation, Los
Angeles, California, and Cincinnati Center for Law-Rclated Educa-
tion, University of Cincinnati.

7
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The Speci,el Committee on Youth Education for Citizenship
( EEC) of the .\merican Bar Association has published four anno-
tated catalogs to aid educators in keeping up-to-date, with' the
large numbers of avadable

Brldiography of Law-Related Curriculum Materials:
.Innotated. 1974 ( First Edition) 1976 (Second Edition).
Media: In .I nnoloted Catalogue of Law-Related Audio -
I 1974.
Canting: n 1 n nolo! ed Catalogue of Law-Reitz Gam's
and Simulations. 1974.

ti

Together, they provide a -rich resource describing the many types
of 1,1%v-related educational materials available to the classroom
teacher. with brief descriptions and suggested grade-level usage.

Despite the popularity and apparent availability of instruc-
ional materials suggested by the YEFC catalogs, a critical need
exists for appropriate materials at the elementary school level. In a
Nlareh 1975 article, Roger Berg opined, ". .. the impact of law on
elementary school social studies materials has been (negligible."6
. \n examination he three catalogs publishedin 1974 support:
that opinion. W. ile there is a greater amount of material specifical
ly designed for use at the elementary level in both the Media and
Gaming catalogs, the Bibliography identifies few textual materials
for use at the elementary school level. In'his analysis of that publi-
cation, Berg pointed out that the Bibliography contains descrip-
tions of only two commercial texts' usable below the seventh-
grade level in its more than fifty pages of annotated listings.

In late. Spring 1976, the .YEFC published the second edition
of its Bibliography.. The second edition, a work which contains
more than ninety pages of annotated listings, identifies many more
textual materials suitable for use at the elementary school level
than the earlier edition. While clearly illustrating the growing num-
bers of .textual materials becoming available for use with elemen-
tary schoeil students, the second edition of the Bibliography also
serves as a reminder of how much more remains to be accomplished
in this important area.

Elementary school teachers thus face important obstacles
when seeking to implement a program of law- related studies in
their classrooms. Even if Teachers avail themselves of cial train-
ing, discovery of a lack of suitable materials for use wk elemen-
tary school students is a severe blow. This article is predicated on a
belief that law-related education is eminently well-suited to and
needed at the elementary school level, and this article is the
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insult Of a desire 'to aid the elementary &school, teacheti in developing
appropriate classrumn materials. The lessons which foil ow are in-
tended to serve as models to illustrate a range of approaches that
can be used at ttic elementary school level.
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CHECKLIST*

Suitable for use in many different situations, the checklist is
a versatile means for encouraging students to express their views
and values about a particular subject. It is particularly well- suited
for use in law-related education.

How Do You View the Police?

Bossy Fair Understanding
Brave Foolish Un fair
Calm Friendly Unfriendly
Cowardly Helpful . Unimportant
Critical Honest Useful
Dishonest Important Useless
Disliked Kind Well-liked
Excitable Mean Wise

Procedures:

1. Distribute the above list of words to every student. Ask each
one to check.thoselwords which best suggest his /her feelings
or thoughts about the police.

2. Upon completion, ask the class to categorize the 'words
which appear in the list on the basis of those which suggest a
positive feeling and th4se which suggest a negative feeling
about the police. Use the chalkboard to indicate how the class
grouped the words into these two categOries.

3. Using a show of hands, obtain a,class consensus for each of
the words appearing' on the list. After each word, or upon
completion of the entire list, the teacher may ask students to
.explairr why they did or did not check a particular word.

4. After obtaining'a class consensus, the number of positive and
negative words may be added using a number criteria (e.g.,
words chosen by 50 percent or more of the class). By sub-
tracting the smallersum. from the larger sum, the result may
be used to indicate whether the class, in general, has a posi-
tive or negative feeling about the police.

*Based on an exercise by David 1'. Naylor which originally appeared in the
Fall, 1975 issue of Focus on Law. Reprinted.by perznission of the Center for
Law-Related Education.

0
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5. IALaddition to the class activity, \itclents may use this process
1111 rsonal inventory of their feelings about the pblice.

Follow-up:

1. Upon co lotion of the -above, the results may be used as a.
tentative hypothesis about the police. Other activities Should-
follow to provide additional information \thout the police, in-
cluding field observati intervieks, and a classroom visit by
a polite officer on one.or more\oc/asions.

2: The ch .cklist may he used in a pre-test, post-test .format:
After co npletion of a unit of study about the police, the
same chec ist may he administered again in the same manner.
Results .mad,, be compared for similarities and aifferences in
responses wii. appropriate discussion and analysis.



OPEN-ENDED STATEMENT

The open-ended statement is another strategy th
effectively employed at the elementary school level, t
students to express and explore attitudes, beliefs, and
a particular subject, profession, or institution. It
valutible for use prior to beginning a unit of study.

-Several types of unfinished, open-ended state
utilized, each having a different purpose, as shown
ing examples.

t may be
encourage
lues about
especially

ents may be
the follow-

If I were chosetb.to form a police department, I would . :
I think police should ....
If I were a police officer, I would ....

k

The lesson below illustrates a way in which this projective tech-
nique may be used in a classroom situation.

What Is a Police Officer?

when I think of a police officer, I think of ....

Procedures:

Write the open-ended statement on the chalkboard.
2 Ask students to indicate the words that come to mind when

such a statement is made. Students may volunteer responses.
or the teacher may call upon each student for a reply.

3. List all words on the chalkboard, respecting all contributions
and refraining from evaluative judgments about the merits of -
individual responses,.
After all students have had an opportunity to respond, the
teacher may wish to ask students to reveal their reasons for
suggesting a particular word or phrase.

Follow-up:

1. Based on student responses, develop a class profile in
one or two paragraphs. Place the profile on a 134L1

12
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piece of oak tag. and divIlty in a 'prominent place in
the room.
Treaktha-class profile as-a hypothesis, referring to .peri-
odically as the unit piogresses. In light of additional informa-
tion, changes should be permitted when deemed necessary by
the class'

-0)
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The poll or questionnaire is a popular-value -tdarcator -appli-
cable at all levels of educittion. Among its adVantoges are: (1) ease
of administration, (2) speed in, giving students an opportunity to
publicly express .their irYdividiaal feelin.gs -about. selected issues,
(3) means for demonstrating that there is likely to be a wide
.spreact4,4,;:tyliefs and values about issues, (4) indicator ,of student
and closs''Tei.4ings about an area to, be - studied, -(5) stimulator of
student interest and involvement,, and (6) flelibility fOr use in a
wide range of situations.

Several responses may be utilized, including simple true false,
agree-disagree responses, and more complex multiple choice,
strongly agree, agree, uncertain, disagree, strongly disagree re-
sponses. While a spread of opinion is often desirable, particularly
with respect to intensity of feeling, too many choices May be
difficult for younger students to handle. Hence, the teacher should
exercise care in the choice of poll items and range of responses.

Police Poll

Responses Item
Agree Disagree

Agree Disagree

Agree Disagree

Agree Disagree

Agree Disagree

Not sure

Not sure

Not sure.

Not sure

1. Tire police are criticized too
often.

2. The police treat all people
fairly.

3. We would be better off with-
;out the police.

4. People who are arrested by The
police thust be guilty of some-
thing.

Not sure 5. The police pick on young
people.

-Agree Disagree Not sure 6. Innocent people have nothing
to fear from the police.

Procedures:
3l ,r . .

1. Give each of the students a Copy of the poll. Tally class
results by having the students raise their hands after each
item indicating their response.

14
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or'

After each item, or upon completion of the poll, have stu-
dents discuss their differing views, indicating their reason(s)
for the position taken.

15
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C()NTINUUNi

The continuum is a method by wfiTch students are exposed
to .1 Wide range of alternatives. It is effective as a means for getting
beyond "yes-no," "either-or" thinking, for ir graphically illustrates -'
that responses are not always in those terms.

How Serious An Offense?

os Sthous Least Serious
Offense Offense

Instructions: Consider the actions of each of the following per-
sons. Put their initials on the line above in the
place you feel they belong.

John Williams (JW)-, who crossed streets every place ex-
cept where he was supposed to cross them.

' Laura Carson (LC), who took CB radios from the parked
cars of strangers.

C. Arnold Sellers (AS), who flamed down the vacant house
?. near the playground.

D. Sally Lawson (LS), who took things from stores without
paying for them.

Vince Dawkins-WD), who sprayed paint on the walls of the
school.

Alice Robbins (AR), who held up the gas station with a toy
gun and took money from the cash register.

I. Using a ditto master, reproduce the continuum line.and the
names and descriptions of the persons listed above. Distribute
a copy to each student.

2. Explain the instructions, and ask students to put the initials
of each of the six persons at different places 'Qn the cow'
tinuum.

3. While students are working at their desks, draw the con-
tinuum on the chalkboard. Next, make a line in the frimt-of
the room with-masking tape.

16
6
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4. When students arc finished, ask them to come to the front of
the room and stand at the place on the. hue where they put
JohrtWilliams.

.

5. \l.irk on the chalkboard continuum the place where most stu-
dents arc standing. Ask se% cral Vudents who are standing at
different places on the masking tape line to explain why
chose that location.,

ti Repeat% this press until, eventually, all six persons have
been considered .uid their initials have been placed on
chalkboard continuum.
Discuss how easy or difficult the task was for the students to
complete. Explore reasons for different student choices.

the

Follo

Fhe partit ular offenses may he identified and explained (e.g.,
jv walking. arson,shoplifting, armed robbery, etc..).
[se exercise to deelop an awareness of Wonies (i.e.,
scritqL., cr:nnesA. and:. misdetneanors (i.e., less serious crimes)
d-the diitaculty society has in distinguish ii them.

4
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RANK ORDER ,

Nlore structured than a continuum exercise, the rank order
strategy is also an effective device for providing opportunities for
choosing between a number of competing alternatives. Students
must go beyond a first choice and assign a rank to each of the com-
peting alternatives on the basis of individual preference, belief,
values, and/or perceptions'.

Now Important a Problem?

Most Important Least Important
Problem Problem

Instructiims; Consider the following problerri and rank them on
the basis of how important ea h is to you. Give
each a number frOm one to se en, with I = mo t
important problem and 7 = le st important pro
tern. Each problem is 16 be giv n a different no
ber. No '`.two problems:- can e given the sam

-number.

1. Pollution
B. High Taxes
C. Discrimina don
D. Too Few Jots
E. High Prices
F. Too Many Poor People
G.76

Procedures:

1. Give each student a copy of the rank order scale and list (

problems as provided above. Have each one individually con
plete.the exercise.

2. Place seven pieces .of different colored cc nstruction paper on
the floor in the front of the room. The should be at least
two to three feet apart. Number each f these pieces from
one to seven.

18



3. After students have' completed ranking the problems at their
seats, ask each to come forward and stand on the piece of
paper with the number they chose for "pollution."

4. Repeat for each of the problems. Use the results to obtain a
class consensus and as an indicator of value spread.

5, Discuss and analyze the results. Explore student reasoning for
disparate positions.

Follow-up:

Divide students into groups on the basis of the problem they
selected as most important (or second most important, if
necessary).

2. Ask each group to collect information supporting their
choice. Pictures may be drawn or.collected from magazines
and newspapers. Articles may he found and shared with the
class.

3. After each group has shared its findings with the class, the
rank order exercise may be repeated to determine if( as a
result of the new information, students havechanged their
views.

19
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FORCED CHOICE*

Closely akin to the continuum and rank order exercises is the
forced choice strategy. In this strategy, students are asked to choose
between at least -two or more different alternatjves, a process by
which they are led to examine their feelings and values and express
them publicly. This exercise which follows provides an added
degree of sophistication since individual item analysis is encouraged
and an overall profile analysis, is necessitated.

Making Decisions At What Age?

Instructions: When are young people'old enough to make deci-
sions for themselves? Considei.).the following and
circle the age at which you believe a young per-
son is able to make a reasonable decision in 4.he
matter and accept responsibility for that decision.

,A4 Decision_ti Age Level

A., What to wear 6 9 12 15 18 21
1-.`Whether to go to church 6 9 12 15 18 21
C. What movies to sec 6 9 12 15 18 21
1). When to marry 6 9 12 l'! 18' 21
E. Whom to vote for 6 9 1-2 15 18 21
F. When to &lie 6 9 12 .1,5 18 21
C. Whether to go to school 6 9 12 15 18 21
IL %Mich to go to bed 6 9. PE' 15 18 21
4. Whether to smoke cigarettes 6 9 t2 l IA 18 21

Procedures:

1. Distribute, a copy of the chart above to every student. Have
the students complete it at their own-desks.

9 Obtain a spread of class opinion by a show of hands for each
Of the nine items.

3, Record all responses on the chalkboard as illustrated below.

-*Based on an exercise by David T. Naylor which originally appeared in the
Spring, 1975 issue of Focus on Law. Reprinted by permission of the Center
for Law-Related Education.

20
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SAMPLE TALLY

Age Level
Decision 6 9 12 15 4,1 21

A. What to wear 12 8 4 1 0
R. Whether to go to church 2 6 10 5, 1

C. What movies to see 3 9 10 3 0 0

4. Discuss and analyze the results.

['ollow-up:

1. Have students analyze the -resptnses as a w1ole. What age
level was chosen most frequently by the clas?j Introduce the
concept of "age of majority. Ilow does tha age compare
to the age chosen. must frcqiently by .stud ts? Compare
responses to items pertaining to voting, marry' , and attend-
ing sc1/4001 with those pertaining to deciding what to wear,
whether to go to church, and when tog() to bed,

2. In those instances when students thottght young people were
too young to make the decision, who do they led should
make the decision (e.g., pSients, government tivrough laws,
etc.)? .

3. Ask:, If a person is not considered mature enough to mitke
A reasonable decisions for himself/herself, should that person

be held responsible for them? For example, should a six-year-
ol 4() pulls out the tomato plants in a- neighbar's..,garden be

. treaftl'a' the same as if a twelve-yearold did it? As ii a twenty-
one-year-old did it? Discuss.

1'

21
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ptc-ruRES/CARTOONS*.

Especially at the primary grade level, the use of pictures and
Cartoons can be an effective means for introducing and increasing
awareness of the law and the legal system. Exercises designed to
have students draw their own pictures,orfind them in newspapers
and magazines are common .classroom activities. As in the exercise
which folkkws, pictures and cartoons can be used to encourage stu-
dents to express and clarify their ideas, attitudes, and values about

41. number of subjects, including the police.
,

What Do the Police Do?

Procedures:
I (,

1. Ask students either to draw or find a picture in a magazine or
newspaper of a police officer doing a particular job whiGh
hest represents their impression of what the police do. (The
teacher may wish to provide the necessary materials and have
this assignment completed in class.) .

2: Paste each of the pictures students have selected orra large
,poster board so that all children will be able to see them
clearly.

3. Request that each student print in large letters a caption
below the picture which explains what is happening in the
picture (e.g., "To The Rescue." 'Crime Does Not Pay").

4. Have children, one at a time, hold up their picture, read their
caption, and indicite the task being performed. Write both
the task and the caption on the chalkboard. Postal' pictures
in locations around the room.

5. Permit students to comment on and react to the pictures
after each is shown to the class or after all have been shown.

6. 'Inquire if any of the students, members of their families, or '
friends have seen or had a similar experience. Have students
describe the, incident in detail and their reactions to the inci-

*Based on an exercise by David T. Naylor which originally appeared in the
Fall, 1975 issue of Focus. on Law. Reprinted by Fterrssion of the Center for
Law-Related Education:,

2 2.
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dent or the reactions of others known to them. Ilow did they
feel about the way the ponce acted?

7. The teacher may ask students next to analyze all of the
pictures and tasks listed on the bard to determine if some
important police tasks have been neglected. If there are omis-
sions, the teacher shOidd lead a discussion focusing on those
tasks that were omitted and why this was the case.

Follow-up:

I. Artiong the many possible follow-up activities to thiS strategy
is one in which students are asked to group the pictures into
the following categories: Very Important, Important, and
Not Very Important.

9 A second possibility would DC for students to estimate how
much' time the police typically devote to the various tasks
that have been identified. A pie graph exercise is suitable for
this purpose. Provide students with a large circle. Group the
identified tasks into general categories (e.g., traffic control,
crime fighting, providing emergency services, etc.). Ilave stu-
dents divide the circle according to the amount of time they
believe the police devote to these tasks. Additional informa-
tion, including the use of a police officer as a resource person
in a classroom visit, may be used to'provide additional infor-
mation, deeper understanding, and perceptual accuracy.
Another approach is to have students divide the circle on the
basis of the amount of time they believe the police should be
devoting to these tasks.

23
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S1MULAION/ROLE PLAY

Role play and sierulations are valuable means for students to
engage in value clarification and inquiry. They are well-suited to
law-.related instruction at the elementary school level. For example,
"Pro Se Court,"7 a simulation /role play experience designed for
elementary school children, is based On the small claims court. In.
this simulation, the class is divide4nto grqups of threea judge, a
plaintiff, and a defendantanegkedto reach a judertellt in a
selected case. The roles are rotated with two new cases so'that.the
children have an opportunity to play the roles of all three figures
in three different case situations. Variatioins of other simula-
tion/role play situations such as the pop\Ox "Police Patrol
G;:ime,"8 the mock trial, and the motif court are easily created by
the teacher and adapted to a particular grade level and class. The .
role play/simulation indicated below illustrates how this technique
may be used in an elementary §,chool classroom.

Trouble in,the Classroom

Instructions: Divide students into groups of four. One should
assume the role of the teacher, one the role of the
complaining student, another, the role of the stu-
dent accused of committing a particular act, and
the fourth to serve as an observer.

The teacher's job is to determine what has been
done, who is responsible for doing it, and how the
situation is to be resolved. The observer's role is to
function as a neutral observer of what is going on
arta to report those events to the class as a whole.

Situation 1: During recess, a student informs the teacher that
one of the other students cheated on the math
test given,earlier that day. The student claims the
other student kept.looking at her paper during the
test and copying her answers. The teacher asks
both students to meet with him after school. When
confronted, the other student denies the accu-
sation.

Situation 2: During lunch hour, the teacher discovers two stu-
dents fighting. She manages to break up the. fight
and asks both students to come to her rOonj,
immediately. In the room, ne student claims th?e-
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Situation 3:

Procedures:

fight began when the other student called hip
name. The other student, however, admits to
name-calling but insists this was only. after 'the
first student kicked him in the leg and punched
him in the back.

Before class begins, a third-grade student cows to
the teacher witli tears in his eyes. He::clarms a
fifth-grade student had been picking on Iiimand
broke his lunchbox by stepping on it. When the
fifth-grade student appears, he denies the ¶harge
and claims the third-grader did the damage him-
self.

1. Divide the students into groups of four as shown in the instruc-
tions above. Assign roles or have students choose their own.

2. Either have the students role play the situations simultap,eous-
ly or have one group role play the situation before the class.

3. After the situation has been resolved, ask tile observer to
report to the class on what has 'happened. The observer
should be objective as well as give her/his own op\inion.
Following the observer's report, the situation can be anal-
yzetl with such questions as: (a) How realistic was the situa-"
tion? Could it have happened? (b) How accurate was the
observer's reporting of the incident? (a) Was the 'situation
handled in a way that was fair to both students? (d) How
else could the situation have been handled?

5 Thos directly involved in the role playing incident may be
asked to comment on how they felt in the role, what prob-
lems they experienced, and which role they felt was the more
difficult. They should also be asked individually to indicate
whether they felt the situation was handled fairly.

Follow-up:

1. Roles may be exchanged with students to give them the
opportunity to play different roles in different situations.

2. This exercise may be used to stimulate a discussion of fairness
or justice and what procedures would be necessary to assure
that justice results (e.g., Fs there a need for due process? A
right to obtain and cross-examine witnesses?).
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CONCLUSION

While content is important, law-related education invol\es
more than a mere maste4y of legal facts or decisions. It is an im-
portant vehicle for developing critical thinking skills and the clari-
fication of values and attitudes. Achievement of these goals, how-
ever, is a time-consuming process. It requires skilled, patient, and
understanding teachersiand involved, trusting, and respectfuLstuk
dents. These are qualities which must be nurtured and need both
time and care to be realized.''. ,

Effective law-related education also requires direction. With;,.
out clear direction, yalue_ clari,fication exercises, such' as those
aboVe4btcom-e mere gimmicks and isolated lessons which, while
they nay be enjoyable have limited eduatiOn'al benefits. None of
these sample lessons can thus -stand on its own. Fach'should be
regarded as a part of larger units of study, units that are logically
organized and sequenced toNbAkild upon thetinforrnatiOnAjudg-
ments, insight, and skills derived`f-om each lesson in furtherance
of a larger concept, topic, or skill. \

Now, perhaps more than ever before, there is a great neN for
alhcitizens to develop the skills to deal with the difficult and ever tb-
present social, political, and economic issues that confront us. The
school, cannot aff?rd to standby idly. Not all educators may be
willing to accept The conclusion of the American Bar Association's
Special Committee on Youth Education for Citizenship tfi'at."those
concerned with education must place as much emphasis on teach- Ito

ing legal and moral reasoning skills through law-rlelated education
as they currently place on ,tea,ching reading, writing, and arithme-
tic."9 Flowever, most educators will find little disagreement with
Isidore 'Stares hope that "perhaps all of us involved in education
JAI marshall our-resources to make our society a little more
a little more dignified a little more' sensitive- to liberty and to
justice Sand to equality and, hopefully, a. little more honest.""
Law-related education provides an. Opportunity whereby we as a
society may come closer to the realization of these goals.
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